
Rhythm, Rhyme and Rhyme Scheme 
 

Shall I Compare Thee by W. Shakespeare 
 

Shall I compare thee to a Summer's day? 

Thou are more lovely and more temperate: 

Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May, 

And Summer's lease hath all too short a date: 

Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines, 5 

And often is his gold complexion dimm'd; 

And every fair from fair sometime declines, 

By chance or nature's changing course untrimm'd:  

But thy eternal Summer shall not fade 

Nor lose possession of that fair thou ow'st; 10 

Nor shall Death brag thou wander'st in his shade, 

When in eternal lines to time thou grow'st: 

So long as men can breathe, or eyes can see, 

So long lives this, and this gives life to thee. 

 

Nursery Rhymes for the Tender-Hearted   by Christopher Morley 
 

Scuttle, scuttle, little roach—  

How you run when I approach:  

Up above the pantry shelf,  

Hastening to secrete yourself.  

  

Most adventurous of vermin,  

How I wish I could determine  

How you spend your hours of ease,  

Perhaps reclining on the cheese.  

 

Cook has gone, and all is dark—  

Then the kitchen is your park:  

In the garbage heap that she leaves  

Do you browse among the tea leaves?  

 

How delightful to suspect  

All the places you have trekked:  

Does your long antenna whisk its  

Gentle tip across the biscuits?  

 

Do you linger, little soul,  

Drowsing in our sugar bowl?  

Or, abandonment most utter,  

Shake a shimmy on the butter?  

 

Do you chant your simple tunes  

Swimming in the baby's prunes?  

Then, when dawn comes, do you slink  

Homeward to the kitchen sink?  

 

Timid roach, why be so shy?  

We are brothers, thou and I.  

In the midnight, like yourself,  

I explore the pantry shelf!
 

1. In line 2, what two general 

reasons does the speaker give for 

rejecting his comparison?  

2. In lines 3-8, the speaker 

continues to think about his 

comparison. What image does 

he use to show that summer 

weather is unpredictable?  

3. One element of rhythm is 

repetition. Find examples of 

repetition, and explain how they 

enhance the poem’s rhythm. 

4. Would you say this sonnet is a 

love poem or is it really about 

something else? Explain your 

interpretation, using quotesfrom 

the poem. 


